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The Polish Government expresses its conviction that the Government of the USSR, which has supported the Polish proposal, 

will view with favour the detailed proposals contained in the memorandum and will continue to support the creation of a 

denuclearised zone in Central Europe.  

 

Czechoslovakia and Eastern Germany 

 

The Polish Government expresses its satisfaction at the fact that these governments have previously declared themselves ready 

to accede to the denuclearised zone in Central Europe, and its conviction that the Polish Government can count on the full co-

operation of these governments.  
 

(1) Text of the memorandum handed by the Polish Government on 14th February 1958 to the representatives in Warsaw of 

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the United Kingdom, the United States, Czechoslovakia, the Eastern German Democratic 

Republic and the USSR, and to the representative of Sweden for transmission to the Federal Republic of Germany — these 

recipient countries being those to be included in the proposed denuclearised zone and those with forces stationed therein. The 

memorandum was accompanied in each case by a note to the recipient government; those notes are summarised at annex.  

 

 

III. Appendix 

 

The Rapacki plan II. 
Memorandum concerning the creation in Europe of a denuclearized and limited armaments zone.  

Submitted on March 28, 1962 in Geneva by the Polish delegation to the 18-nation disarmament conference 

 

Whereas the conference of the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee is to consider, simultaneously with the elaboration 

of a treaty on general and complete disarmament, proposals on steps and measures aiming at the lessening of international 

tension and increasing mutual confidence among states, thus to facilitate the implementation of general and complete 

disarmament:  

 

Whereas the creation of denucrearized and limited armaments zone constitutes one of the most important measures 

and steps of this kind, the delegation of the Polish Peoples‘ Republic in agreement with the delegation of the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic, submits on the agenda of the Committee a proposal for the creation of denuclearized and limited armaments 
zone in Europe.  

 

1. Purpose  

The purpose of the Polish proposal is the elimination of nuclear weapons and nuclear delivery vehicles, a reduction of military 

forces and conventional armaments on a limited territory, on which this can contribute towards to lessening of tension and 

towards a substantial reduction of the danger of conflict on that territory.  

 

2. Territorial scope  

The zone ought to include basically the following states: the Polish People‘s Republic, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, 
the German Democratic Republic and the German Federal Republic. The agreement concerning the zone is open: other 

European states ought to have a possibility to accede to this agreement.  

 
3. Rights and duties of states included in the zone or acceding to it  

Rights and duties resulting from the creation of the zone should be carried out in the two following stages:  

 

Stage one – freezing of all nuclear armaments and rockets and prohibition of the creation of new bases.  

a, Rights and duties of states included in the zone  

1. On the territory of states included in the zone, preparation of production and production of any kind of nuclear weapons and 

delivery vehicles for them shall be prohibited.  

2. States inculded in the zone shall be prohibited to introduce any kind of nuclear weapos and delivery vehicles for them.  

3. States included in the zone shall be prohibited to grant permission to establish new bases and facilities for stockpiling or 

servicing nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles for them.  

b, Rights and duties of other states  
1. All states which dispose of any kind of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles for them shall be prohibited to transfer them 

to states included in the zone.  

2. All states which dispose of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles for them shall be prohibited to introduce new quantities of 

such weapons of any kind into the zone.  

3. Establishing in the area of the zone of new bases and facilities for stockpilling or servicing of nuclear weapons and delivery 

vehicles for them shall be prohibited.  

 

Stage two – elimination of nuclear armaments and rockets and reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments.  

a, Rights and duties of states included in the zone 

1. Elimination from the national armaments of all nuclear delivery vehicles by the states included in the zone.  
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2. Reduction to an agreed level of military forces and corresponding reduction of conventional armaments by states included in 

the zone.  

b, Rights and duties of other states  

1. Withdrawal from the area of the zone of all kinds of nuclear weapons and all facilities for their stockpiling and servicing as 

well as of all nuclear delivery vehicles permanently or temporarily stationed by foreign states, and of all facilities for their 

servicing.  

2. Reduction of foreign military forces stationed on the area of the zone to an agreed level with a corresponding reduction of 

their armaments.  

 

4. Control  
1. To secure the effectiveness of disarmament measures mentioned in part 3 of this Memorandum, a strict international control 

and inspection on the ground and in the air will be provided, the establishment of appropriate control posts incuded.  

2. A special control body will be established to supervise the implementation of the proposed obligations. Composition and 

competence of this body as well as its procedure will be agreed upon by the states concerned.  

The signatory states of the agreement concerning the creation of a nuclear-free zone will enter an obligation to submit to the 

control of the said body and provide all facilities and assistance in its activity.  

3. The signatory states of the agreement concerning the creation of a nuclear-free zone will agree on the extent and measures of 

control in each of the two stages.  

 

5. Guarantees  

In order to guarantee the inviolability of the nuclear-free zone powers disposing of nuclear weapons will undertake to:  
a, Refrain from any steps which might violate directly or indirectly the status of the zone;  

b, Not to use nuclear weapons against the territory of the zone.  

 

In view of the above, the delegation of the Polish People‘s Republic proposes the following:  
1. The 18-Nation Committee will request the states concerned to take immediate steps to carry out the proposal concerning the 

creation of denuclearized and limited armaments zone.  

2. The 18-Nation Committee will request to initiate appropriate consultations on the creation of the zone, with the states 

concerned and to submit a report on these consultations not later than 1962.  

3. The 18-Nation Committee will also request the General Assembly of the United Nations to adopt a resolution concerning the 

creation of a denuclearized and limited armaments zone in Europe.  

 
 

IV. Appendix 

 

The Gomulka plan I. / The Rapacki plan III.  

Extrack from a speech made by Władislaw Gomułka in Płock, on december 28, 1963  
 

… Practical steps have to be taken to curb the arms race and facilitate further disarmament understandings. For instance, the 

countries concerned should examine the following as the most immediately urgent tasks:  

 

FIRST, a freezing of nuclear arms in central Europe. Of course, a suitable system of control would have to be agreed. The 

question of limiting conventional weapons could also be discussed. Poland is prepared to submit this proposal in specifically 

worded terms.  
 

SECOND, of the proposals discussed by the three great powers in New York and Washington last autumn the most urgent is 

the question of a non-aggression pact between NATO and the Warsaw Treaty and the elaboration of a set of measures to avert 

the danger of surprise attack. Consultations should now become concrete negotiations.  

 

THIRD, determined efforts should once again be made to bring our views closer together and find agreement in the matter of 

general and complete disarmament, with the main emphasis on freeing the world from the horror of a nuclear cataclysm.  

General and complete disarmament is the imperative of our times. There are many ways of hastening this goal. A good 

example has once more been given by the Soviet Union which has reduced its defence budget for the coming year by 600 

million roubles. Other countries would be well advised to follow suit, especially as the financial burden of armaments is 

becoming increasingly oppressive even for the wealthiest.  
 

FOURTH, the road to disarmament could also be opened through the adoption of partial measures which would widen the area 

of security in other parts of the world, regardless of the steps taken in central Europe. 

 

FIFTH, Poland and the other socialist countries also attach great importance to the proper development of international 

economic collaboration. International trade – without any discrimination, of curse – not only benefits all sides, but also 

promotes better understanding and brings nations closer together. Next year‘s trade and development conference offers a great 
opportunity for turning the problems of trade and development to the advantage of better and closer international economic 

relations, an ending of the cold war in the economic field and helping the countries whose development has been held black by 

years of colonial dependence. This chance must be seized in full.  
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